Travel to France and find the snake.
What instrument is it? _______________
While you listen to the music,
draw your own snake here!

Connect the dots to
discover the mystery
instrument. Now find
it in the museum.
What is it called?

Find the musical instrument names in the puzzle.

B O D H R A N U C A
U Z I R O N A T R L
E E I K A B M G W B
C R I T M T U G T A
M A H I H I I U H T
T W R U R E W S G X
T E O O L T R U O W
B L B F A E L G N E
Z U R N A A N S G G
A R I B M V C F E V

BERIMBAU  SITAR
TABLA       TAIKO
ZITHER      ZURNA
BODHRAN    CRWTH
ERHU       GUIRO
MBIRA       GONG

Congratulations! You are now a junior curator at MIM.
Count the sikus (raft flutes) in Peru. How many are there?

Find these instruments. Write down their names and the country where you find them.

Count the spoons you see in all the exhibits. (Hint: Be sure to check Canadian Fiddle Music and Trinidad and Tobago.)

Why are spoons musical instruments?

List other everyday objects that can be used as musical instruments?

1. __________________________

2. __________________________

3. __________________________

Draw a line from the instrument to the country in Asia where it comes from.